Laboratories/students problem with
minimum/maximum quotas
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We start
laboratory
assignment.

How can I
continue
my research!?

I need at least
one student
to start a new
project.

At most three students
will be assigned to each lab.

We use a new
mechanism
in this year.

I prefer Prof. X to
other professors.
Me
too.

Me
too.
I prefer Alice
to Becky
and Carol.

Good!

We consider the problem of allocating objects to
agents when the objects have minimum quotas.
Maximum quotas:
Most of the previous literature considers maximum
quotas.
Minimum quotas:
There exists no work that considers minimum
quotas!
We propose the extended seats and the multi-stage
mechanisms modeled after the well-known
Gale-Shapley mechanism.
These mechanisms are strategy-proof and eliminate
all strong justified envy.
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Justified Envy

Envy!
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We consider an extended market, where we create
extended seats for each lab.
The preferences of students are created by taking
original preference and inserting extended seats
immediately after normal seats of that lab.
We use the master list!
Extended Seats
We use the original preference list!
Normal Seats

Multi-Stage Gale-Shapley mechanism

We assume that there exists a master list.
The ML may correspond to GPA or TOFEL scores,
which will include a common ranking across all
students, and can be thought of tie-breaker.

Alice
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・・・
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Prof. Y
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This mechanism
ignores my
preference...

Extended Seats Gale-Shapley mechanism

Summary

David Lab

0

Prof. Y

Becky

Edward Lab

Alice has an envy to Becky if she prefers Edward Lab
to David Lab.
Alice’s envy is justified if Edward prefers Alice to
Becky!
Alice’s envy is strongly justified if Edward prefers
Alice to Becky and Alice is ranked higher than Becky
in the master list.

Serial Dictatorship
Students choose most-preferred labs one at a time
so that the minimum quotas will be satisified.
SD completely ignores lab’s preferences!

We reserve a number of students equal to the sum of
the remaining minimum quotas across all labs.
The set of reserved students are the bottommost
students according to the master list.
Then, we run the standard Gale-Shapley mechanism
on the remaining set of students.
This procedure is then repeated until all students are
assigned.
Regardless of how the remaining set of students are
matched, there are enough students to achieve a
feasible matching.

1st stage

...

2nd stage 3rd stage and so on...

Contact
For further information, please contact me;
ueda@agent.inf.kyushu-u.ac.jp

